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Gumbo 
~The Grail Connection~ 

 

April 2006 
 

A CALL TO LEADERSHIP 
~ Carol Siermering ~ 

 
In the coming months we will be choosing our new leadership. All who have served as 
Quad Coordinators have said that they will not continue in their positions for another 
term. We will be selecting a National Leadership Team as well. This is a great 
opportunity to think of yourself or others who might fill those positions.  
 
As I said at the General Assembly, this Council has been the best working group I have 
had the privilege to participate in and I am sure that will be the case in the coming 
years. You can dream new dreams and vision new visions at the same time as using all 
your common sense and will to keep things afloat! These positions call forth the use of 
right and left brain, the sense of responsibility for both your piece and the whole 
movement, and a capacity for wisdom and humor. We have worked together, prayed 
together, sung together and yes we have even danced together on occasion. Now it's 
your chance (or your chance to encourage others whose gifts could be used here). We 
have been challenged to operate out of a culture of abundance and one of our greatest 
areas of abundance is you, our membership. So, let's hear from you! 
 

 
 
 

TRANSITION TIMELINE: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
 

QUAD COORDINATORS AND TREASURER 
April, May, and June:  The movement calls forth individuals to fulfill the positions: 

Quad Coordinator for Grail ►Centers, ►Membership and ►Programming  
National Treasurer 

Those called forth discern their availability 
 

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP TEAM 
May: NLT nomination begins; ballots will be sent to all active members 
June: Ballots returned (by the 2nd) and top nominees are contacted 
August 4-6: NLT Discernment Weekend 

 
The May Gumbo and upcoming National News editions will include reflection on each 

of the positions from those currently in office. 
 

August 11: Ballot for final election of all positions, as necessary, is sent to voting members 
September: The 2007-2010 National Council is announced 
October 13-15: Joint Council meeting of incoming and outgoing Council members 

 
Note: In 2003 many of those who had previously accepted a Quad Coordinator position 

were also nominees for the NLT; based on this experience the movement will not be 
asked to select/affirm Quad Coordinators until after the NLT discernment weekend.
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AUTHORITY REVISITED - THE ISSUE OF DECISION-MAKING 
~ Maureen Tate ~ 

 

It is hard to believe that we are already into 
the third, and transition year, of our new 
structure.  In remembering the survey years 
which preceded the structure proposal and 
adoption of our present structure I recall many 
discussions about decision-making in the 
context of unresolved issues about power and 
authority that were alive and well in the Grail.  
Although it was clear that we wanted and 
needed a structure to enable responsible 
planning and decision-making for future growth 
and sustainability, we were rightly concerned 
about the impact of structure on our 
community life and member participation. 

Just a year ago, reflecting on the 
experience of the NLT and Council working 
within the new structure, Lynn Malley wrote a 
Gumbo article entitled “The Issue of Authority 
in The Grail.”  The questions that Lynn raised 
then remain ones that current Council 
members continue to wrestle with in the 
course of our work.  “What type of 
responsibility and authority resides in the NLT, 
the Council?  What decisions can the NLT or 
whole Council make in the name of the Grail?”  
At our recent General Assembly these issues 
surfaced again as we worked through 
proposals.  They have been raised since 
concerning any number of issues.  Clearly, in 
the language of Paulo Freire, this is a 
“generative theme” for the Grail, something 
that generates strong feelings and emotion. 

As we anticipate transition in our leadership 
in 2007, the Council wanted to put our 
experience and reflection on these questions 
before you once again to encourage 
discussion and awareness of how these issues 
continue to impact our ability to function as an 
organization, community and movement.  We 
hope our reflection on our experience working 
in the present structure will be useful as we 
call others forward for leadership. 

We have and continue to hear from many of 
you: in anticipation of Council meetings, in 
response to Council reports, in the midst and 
wake of timely decisions, in soul searching 
telephone calls, through heated debates as we 
resolve policy and procedures, in private ‘don’t 
repeat this’ revelations, as prayer for guidance 

and wisdom…  THANK YOU!  All of your 
input, even when it has been difficult to say or 
hear, has been appreciated and invaluable. 

What we have heard is that individual Grail 
members want, need and expect to be 
honored, listened to and respected.  What we 
know is that we have to make efficient and 
accountable decisions about personnel, 
budgets, contractual obligations in the name 
of the Grail, administrative supports, financial 
management, legal obligations and other 
matters that require new areas of expertise 
that we never anticipated.  How do we find a 
balance between decision-making that 
requires research, intricate communication, 
responsiveness and accountability and 
decision-making that respects the desire of 
members to be fully informed and consulted?  
This has been and continues to be a 
challenge for all of us. 

The Council spends about half of its time 
meeting the responsibilities articulated in job 
descriptions and structural documents.  We 
spend the other half of our time responding 
and listening to issues that arise from within 
the membership.  Some are quite personal 
and cannot be reflected in reports, minutes 
and the National News.  We accept, read and 
consider every communication that is sent to 
the Council.  We try to discern the best way to 
respond.  Sometimes we respond to 
individuals.  Sometimes issues get lifted on to 
Council agendas for more in depth discussion 
and action. 

How can we assure members that we have 
heard you?  We hear you when you share 
your deepest concerns about the future of the 
Grail in private conversation.  We listen to the 
listserv.  We read your individual notes.  We 
read your analysis of pressing Grail concerns.  
How can we assure you that we have heard 
you even when the Council decides on a 
course of action that some may question and 
disagree with?  Because we have not chosen 
the course that some desire does not mean 
that we have not listened.  Frequently there is 
a larger reality and other factors that we must 
consider to make the best decision we can in 
a given instance.  Sometimes we have fallen 

continued next page
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short or handled something awkwardly.  We 
have appreciated your understanding and at 
times forgiveness.  

We would like to lay further groundwork for 
clarification of leadership in light of our 
experience that may be useful as we anticipate 
transition.  We accept that the responsibility of 
the NLT and Council is to “hold the whole,” to 
bring time, energy and attention to the larger 
picture.  There are frequently factors that are 
not suited for public disclosure.  Because we 
are a community and not just an organization, 
we must respect the privacy of individuals 
within the community and this frequently has 
led to second guessing and challenges that 
are not fully informed.  We regularly anticipate 
and absorb the challenges even as we 
address the matter at hand.  In making difficult 
decisions we have discovered that there is 
wisdom in the group, the Council as a whole.  
By working in true collegial fashion, we gather 
the information, listen deeply to each other, 
consider the variety of quad perspectives and 
reach consensus.  We have grown individually 
and together.  This is structure and leadership 
that we are proud of and is true to our Grail 
values. 

As Council members we accept that 
decisions have to be made.  I recently came 
across a quote by science fiction author, 
Ursula Le Guin “To light a candle is to cast a 
shadow” and immediately recognized my 
experience of decision-making in leadership 
roles.  The decisions we have been called to 
make have involved risk-taking for Council 
members and the Grail.  Our survival as an 
organization depends upon our ability to 
decide and implement.  However, leadership 
does not take place in a vacuum.  In our 
present structure, we have a core of members 
who bring to Council discussions the wisdom 
of those they are in contact with in the 
movement on a regular basis whether it be in 
their regions, Centers, working groups or 
informal networks. 

We recognize a fundamental tension as to 
where final decision-making authority rests in 
the Grail, with the membership or with the 
Council.  Our structure documents point to the 
General Assembly as the place where Grail 

members set policy and direction for our 
leadership to implement.  Our experience is 
that Council members are dealing with the 
day to day reality that frequently defies our 
desire for broad movement consultation over 
a time period that we were used to.  Now that 
we have individuals working on a daily basis 
for the Grail, we are able to accomplish so 
much more than we ever could have imagined 
in our decentralized structure.  It is even what 
we thought we wanted.  Of necessity, 
however, this means that decision-making 
must keep pace if we are to remain 
responsive and relevant in building a future.  
We now have clarifications on active 
membership to ensure that we can involve 
members in decisions between General 
Assemblies.  But can members trust that the 
Council will know when to involve member 
input and decision?  This Council assures you 
that if important decisions need to be brought 
before the membership we will give members 
enough time to read, discuss and consider the 
issue.  We can only draw on our collective 
wisdom to know when and how member 
decision-making is called for.  We ask for your 
trust that this is sufficient. 

Perhaps we need to take a long view.  We 
have not chosen a new structure lightly and 
we are continuing to discover and evolve the 
kind of leadership that will support us in the 
present as well the future.  Some discomforts 
we are experiencing may be a natural 
response to what feels like a fundamental 
shift.  For those of us serving in the current 
leadership, it has been an absolute privilege 
to work, think and create together.  We have 
all said at one time or another that it is one of 
the best working bodies we have been part of, 
Grail or otherwise.  Others will have an 
opportunity to step forward or call others who 
will contribute alternative perspectives on 
leadership and decision-making.  We invite 
you to come forward!  We do not presume to 
resolve questions of authority, power, trust 
and empowerment.  We embrace these 
issues because we are of the world which 
struggles with the same.  We have glimpsed 
ways that are life-giving even as they 
personally challenge.

Authority, continued 
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PHILADELPHIA GRAIL RETREAT 
~ Theresa Czerwinski and Alexa Kane ~ 

 
On March 3rd ten members and friends of the Grail gathered at the Mother 
Boniface Spirituality Center in Philadelphia for a retreat focused on the theme of 
"The Woman at the Well." Nancy Richardson had kindly agreed to be our retreat 
guide. Friday evening started with dinner, introductions, centering prayer and 
focusing on the theme of our retreat. 
 
Saturday we had a reading and discussion of the "woman at the well" and what 
"the well" means to us in our minds and lives. Nancy reminded us to put the 
gospel in the context of the time it was written. At that time, the followers of Jesus 
were being pushed out of the synagogue and there was much tension between 
the two groups. The language remains the same and is often misunderstood.  

We had time for reflection, an art 
project and other ways to 
internalize the message and 
reporting back to the group. 
There were breaks for quiet 
times, lunch and dinner. After 
dinner we had a Eucharistic 
celebration with Nancy which 
culminated in a dancing 
procession into the next room 
and ending in a party before bed. 

 
Sunday a.m. we gathered for a closing session with an exercise on "where our 
heart is now." We identified our "gifts" and "blocks" and ways to open or energize 
these "blocks." We closed about noon. Nancy is a terrific retreat guide, and she 
brought several helpful "tools" with her. The retreat was thoughtful, inspiring and 
sometimes emotional. We are grateful for the experience and look forward to 
having another retreat next year. 
 
 

Alexa Kane, Constance Pohl, Nancy Richardson, Mary DiVito (standing) 
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UPDATE FROM GRAILVILLE 
~ Joy France and Beth Barr ~ 

 
Spring is arriving here at Grailville and this 
year we are especially excited because 
several new agricultural projects are 
beginning.  Grailville is running a Community 
Garden Program in which members of the 
community can rent beds in the Kitchen 
Garden to grow their own organic produce.  
This program will educate people about 
organic gardening, keep our wonderful garden 
producing veggies and build community 
among those who participate. 

Grailville is also leasing land to Earth-Shares 
Community Supported Agriculture program in 
which the members will pay for shares in the 
garden’s production and receive organic 
vegetables and herbs each week throughout 
the season.  And last but not least, Grailville is 
partnering with Pat Hill and Matt DelaVega to 
raise hogs.  We hope to have 20 piglets at the 
end of May and hormone/stimulant free pork 
for local sale by Christmas. 

In other new beginnings, the Grailville 
Advisory Committee is well underway.  The 
Council has approved a fifth member, Matt 
DelaVega, who is a local farmer, former 
Grailville staff person and owner of a home 
repair and renovation business.  We have 
decided to stay at 5 members for now.  There 
are still pieces of expertise we need but we 
expect those people to reveal themselves in 
the coming months of community engagement 
and there is much to be done in the meantime. 

The Advisory Committee has met three 
times (as of 3/31/06).  Thus far, our work 
has focused on understanding our goals, 
orienting the Committee to the Grail and 
Grailville and creating a timeline for work 
in 2006.  In our next meeting, the 
Committee will be learning about the 
Ecovillage, the Spiritual Center for 
Sustainable Living and Learning and the 
possibility of Grail-led Green Development 
at Grailville (see page 6).  We will then be 
working with Maureen Gallagher (an 
expert in organizational development and 
a long-time friend of Nancy Cooney) to 
create the participatory process which we 
expect to roll out in late May / early June.  
Stay tuned!  And see page 8 for a 
summary of early input about Grailville into 
the future. 

Also, in recognition of the many people in 
the Loveland and Cincinnati areas who 
care about Grailville and want to help us 
create the best possible future, we are 
charging two ‘Community Coordinators’ 
with helping to engage and involve 
members of our local community in 
Grailville’s future.  Pat Hill has agreed to 
be one of these Coordinators and we are 
seeking someone with roots in Cincinnati 
to help as well.  Please let us know if you 
have suggestions! 

 

RETIREMENT PARTY FOR BETTY AKER! 
Please join us in thanking Betty for her 36 years of service to 
Grailville as she approaches her (as yet undated) retirement. 

WEDNESDAY APRIL 12TH, 5:30 PM AT GRAILVILLE 
Betty has been a vital part of the payroll and finance office at 

Grailville and we deeply appreciate all she has done and will do 
(She has agreed to work reduced hours for at least six months). 

Please RSVP to Joy: jf.grailville@fuse.net or (513) 683-2340
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“GRAIL-LED GREEN DEVELOPMENT AT GRAILVILLE” 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 

~ Becky Hill ~ 
 

It is an exploration on the feasibility of a “green-built” multi-family housing 
community somewhere on the Grailville property.  It would ideally be a joint 
project co-operatively developed by the Grail (as land owner) in conjunction 
with area building professionals already involved in or interested in promoting 
and modeling “green building” in the Cincinnati area. 
 
The supposition is that environmentally-sound, energy & resource efficient, 
cost-effective housing, built in the “not so big house” spirit, would be well-
received and in demand if it were available.  As a goal, the “development” 
would impact the landscape, ecology and the energy-grid as little as possible.  
Opportunities to buy this type of housing does not yet exist here. 
 
Grailville as a “Center for Sustainable Living and Learning” is an ideal choice 
for demonstrating sustainable building practices that would include 
community-building & neighborhood-building aspects by design as well. 
 
This idea is similar to the Ecovillage in many respects.  It presents a model of 
“living gently and cost-effectively on the earth” but does not require the 
intentional community membership that Ecovillage does.  Conversely it would 
be designed by the builders and developers, not by the consensus process of 
the homebuyers.  It would be a model more accessible to the mainstream 
buyer who would also prefer an inter-generational, mixed income, mixed 
ability, rural, “green-built” home in the neighborhood of Grailville, but the buyer 
would not be significantly involved in the designing and the building of it. 
 
I have been researching, consulting and working with these ideas. (Some of 
you may remember when Pat and I were talking about an inter-generational 
community here some years ago.  It has evolved now into a green-built 
community.)  I have 10 written reports (a total of 20 fairly readable pages) that 
detail the work done so far.  A local consulting group will soon be engaged to 
help define the feasibility of this project and identify possible partners.  Their 
recommendation of its feasibility needs to be made to the Advisory Committee 
by September 2006.  

 
 

 
For copies of the reports, or the #10 Summary Report 
(given to the Grailville Advisory Committee on April 3rd) 
contact Becky: bh.grailville@fuse.net or (513) 683-2340 

 
IDEAS, QUESTIONS, WORKING MEMBERS AND POSSIBLE BUYERS ARE WELCOME! 
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EARLY FEEDBACK TO GRAILVILLE 
~ Beth Barr ~ 

 
Although the participatory process has not yet officially begun, several informal 
opportunities have presented themselves for gathering feedback from staff and Grail 
members about Grailville and we would like to share those responses with you. 

 
Staff Survey 
 
In February, six staff at Grailville (Becky, 
Beth, Joy, Mark, Mary Lu and Terry) 
responded to a survey created by Meg 
Bruck (in preparation for a Council 
meeting) containing statements about 
what Grailvlile should be or do.   
 
All six of us agreed that: 
- Grailville should conserve as much 

land as possible for green-space, 
agriculture, parks, nature trails, etc. 

- Grailville should include organic 
farming. 

- All new buildings developed on land at 
Grailville should be ‘green.’ 

- The Grail should provide programming 
at Grailville. 

- A plan should be created sooner 
rather than later for the use of the hub. 

 
And 5 of the 6 of us agreed that: 
- All development at Grailville should 

serve the mission of the Grail in some 
way. 

- Grailville should have meeting space / 
simple overnight accommodations 
and/or food service for 50 
guests/students/retreatants. 

- Sale or lease of some of the land on 
the ‘periphery’ should wait for the 
comprehensive plan. 

 
Clarifying that we hold these areas of 
agreement has been helpful and inspiring 
to us. 

Cards from Grail Members 
 
As noted last month, many Grail 
members (29 so far) sent cards in 
response to our request for input.  We 
have pulled out the themes covered in 
these cards, as follows:  
 
- Support and thanks.  Holding us in 

their prayers. 16 people, 55%.  
- The inspiration that Grailville provides 

them and/or the Grail.  The urgency 
and importance of Grailville’s future. 
13 people, 45%.  

- Sustainability.  7 people, 24%. 
- Support for the future planning work 

Grailville is doing.  5 people, 17%. 
- Spirituality.  5 people, 17%.  
- The importance of the local 

community in discerning Grailville’s 
future.  3 people, 10%. 

- 2 people (7%) wrote each of the 
following: 
- the value of having a Grail ‘home’ 

and a place for meetings 
- Ecovillage 
- the importance of listening 

carefully for the answers 
- the struggle between what their 

heart wants and what their head 
knows is possible 

- that we (Grailville) should ‘go for it,’ 
saying they trusted us. 

 
Many thanks to you all!  Your ideas and 
words will carry us forward!
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INTRODUCING BETH BARR 
~ Meg Bruck ~ 

 
You may have met her at the GA, some of you know her through the Ecovillage, but 
many of you have only seen her name in recent Gumbo bylines. Who is Beth Barr and 
what is she doing at Grailville? 
 
Beth joined the staff of Grailville in September 2005 as an assistant to the Leadership 
Team, and has since evolved into a member of the Leadership Team and the person at 
Grailville with the primary responsibility for the Advisory Committee process, as well as 
several other administrative roles. 
 
She met Grailville almost 10 years ago when she was a garden intern, and she loved 
being at Grailville. But she was soon off to the University of Michigan for a Masters 
degree in social work with a focus on community organizing. She then worked for 6 
years as the Director of counseling and supportive services for a non-profit serving 
survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault. As a Director she discovered that 
she liked working as an administrator as well as a direct service provider. In addition to 
counseling, Beth developed skills in policy development, program planning and 
evaluation, and staff supervision. 
 
In 2004 Beth, with her partner Heather, began attending Ecovillage meetings - faithfully 
“commuting” to Grailville each month -- from Ann Arbor! The lure of the Ecovillage, plus 
some gentle pokes from Lynn Malley and Bonnie Hendricks (Beth and Bonnie were 
Grailville garden interns together in 1997), contrived to bring Beth back to Grailville. 
{Heather too; Heather is the National Grail Office Administrative Assistant.} 
 
Beth is loving her work at Grailville, with its amazing staff and beautiful land, and has 
begun the process of exploring membership in the Grail. We are grateful to Beth for 
helping lead Grailville in new directions; her talent, energy, and fresh perspective are 
just what we need. 

 

Beth at a recent Ecovillage meeting 
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Jean Wilson (Grail member) and husband Ed went to Louisiana last month to help in the 
hurricane rebuilding effort.  The following reflection is published with Jean’s permission. 
She began: 
 

“I CAN'T THINK OF AN ADJECTIVE TO DESCRIBE THE EXPERIENCE SO I WILL WRITE INDIVIDUAL THOUGHTS …” 
 

 
JOURNEY TO LOUISIANA 

~ Jean Wilson ~ 
 
I was overwhelmed by the scale of the 

destruction. It was much worse than I could 
imagine. Before going to Lafayette we drove 
along the Mississippi coast (as much as 
allowed because the roads and bridges are still 
out). About 5 years ago Eddie and I went to 
Biloxi so we knew the area. We actually took a 
house and garden tour then. Now it is all gone!! 
Beautiful antebellum homes that will never be 
replaced. There is not a home, motel, 
restaurant or building along the coast highway; 
and I imagine it is like that from the Alabama 
border to the Louisianan border. Some of them 
had already removed the debris and all that is 
left is a cement slab. Where are they able to put 
all the debris? Many of the businesses are still 
partially standing and they look like bombed out 
buildings that need to be completely knocked 
down and cleared away. There evidently is a 
casino open but we didn't see it and those we 
saw will also have to be destroyed. I realize 
most of the destruction here affected middle 
class or wealthy families but we saw some 
other homes on our way to Lafayette. The roofs 
were still covered with blue tarp (six months 
later). They looked like homes in which people 
are living. What happens when the spring 
storms come? 

Upon arriving in Lafayette I was 
overwhelmed by the work that has been done 
and is being done and will continue to be done 
by Una and the other Grail members. We were 
truly welcomed and treated like guests by 
Marian (Cookie) Lucas who shared her home 
with us. It was so nice to come home about 
5:00, dirty and tired, to drinks and nibblings and 
then a wonderful home cooked meal. 

Una had chosen a project for us: building a 
handicapped ramp for a wheelchair bound man 
who had lost his home and everything in it. He 
said when they were told to leave he packed 
enough clothes for 3 days because they 
expected to be back by that time. Now they will 
never go back. So he is in another place but it 

is 3 feet off the ground with 6 stairs. Except for 
visits to the doctor he has literally been 
homebound for 6 months. When he did get out 
his wife (who was operated on for breast cancer 
last June and now teaches kindergarten all day 
because they need the money) would help him 
sit on the steps and work his way down. He 
weighs about 300 lbs!  Needless to say he 
couldn't express his emotions on the last day 
when he used the ramp and is now in the 
outside world!! Eddie built a ramp that will last 
for years. It took the whole week. Una had 
many teenagers in town for the week and a few 
came out to help move cement one day to save 
Eddie's back. She is directing a program for the 
rest of the spring and summer where hundreds 
of students, church workers, and other 
volunteers are coming weekly. What a 
responsibility - shelter, food, work projects, 
materials, etc. 

Una drove us around the parish most 
damaged in that area and we saw churches 
that have been gutted and the people are trying 
to restore even while their own lives are 
chaotic; schools that will never be rebuilt and 
the kids are being bussed far away from their 
communities; cemeteries where vaults and 
caskets were up-rooted and floated around; 
farmers’ fields and fences that won't be planted 
this year or probably next; and of course many 
houses waiting to be repaired or torn down. 
Many of the displaced people are living in 
Lafayette and need services. 

We drove by some of FEMA's trailer parks. 
There were hundreds of them parked on a 
cement parking lot - no trees, no grass and I 
have no idea what the septic system is. The 
trailers are small camping type trailers. They 
looked like boxes being stored somewhere. 

All this and we didn’t even get to Houma or 
New Orleans!! Everything was much worse than 
I expected; maybe because I am now able to 
put a face on the tragedy. What we did was one 
very small drop in a very large bucket!! 
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CALL FOR PHOTOS! 
 

The National Office loves 
pictures and we are working to 

expand the national Grail’s 
digital photo collection. 

 
If pictures are taken when you 
gather locally as Grail, please 

send them in! 
 

Electronic transmittal is great; 
email to: nlt@grail-us.org   

 
All prints received by post will 
be scanned and returned to 

you within a week. 


